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1. Neutrinos in Standard Model (SM)
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SM describes 6 massive quarks, 3 massive charged leptons, 3 massless neutrinos, 
and 3 forces, and Higgs boson. 
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Neutrinos are special because, 

1. they only interact with weak nuclear force. 



Neutrinos, Ghost particles
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3 types of neutrinos
- Extremely difficult to stop neutrinos

- Quarks exchange
- Gluons, or
- Photons, or
- Weak bosons

- Charged leptons exchange
- Photons, or
- Weak bosons

- Neutrinos exchange
- Weak bosons  

Neutron 

Atom 
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Up-quark

Down-quarks

Electron 
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Neutrino 
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Neutrinos, Ghost particles
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3 types of neutrinos
- Extremely difficult to stop neutrinos

Example: how to stop particles?
- Alpha particle (nuclei of Helium) → sheet of paper
- Beta particle (electron) → sheet of copper
- Gamma particle (photon) → chunk of lead alpha particle 

paper 

04/07/2019



Neutrinos, Ghost particles
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alpha particle 

paper 

Pluto: 0.0006 light year

1 light year length of lead

3 types of neutrinos
- Extremely difficult to stop neutrinos

Example: how to stop particles?
- Alpha particle (nuclei of Helium) → sheet of paper
- Beta particle (electron) → sheet of copper
- Gamma particle (photon) → chunk of lead
- Neutrino → 1 light year thickness of lead

You have to “wait” long time to see a rare neutrino which stops (=interacts)

04/07/2019



Neutrinos, Ghost particles
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3 types of neutrinos
- Extremely difficult to stop neutrinos

Neutrinos are everywhere, but they penetrate without leaving any traces.

Solar neutrinos
- 60 billion electron neutrinos from the Sun pass through every 1cm2

of the Earth every second. However you have only a 25% chance for a     
neutrino to hit your body in your lifetime.

04/07/2019
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Neutrinos, Ghost particles 

Bubble Chamber detector
- Particles with an electric charge leave 

“tracks” in the detector by forming little 
bubbles, and we can take photos of them. 

e.g.) Contrail
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- Visible particle carries an “electric charge”. 
In other words, visible particle interacts by 
exchanging photons with matter
- Neutrino is invisible because it is neutral
(no electric charge). So, we only can see 
them indirectly.

Neutrinos, Ghost particles 

Question: where is neutrino in this picture?
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Neutrino

- Visible particle carries an “electric charge”. 
In other words, visible particle interacts by 
exchanging photons with matter
- Neutrino is invisible because it is neutral
(no electric charge). So, we only can see 
them indirectly.

Neutrinos, Ghost particles 

Question: where is neutrino in this picture?



1. Neutrinos in Standard Model (SM)
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SM describes 6 massive quarks, 3 massive charged leptons, 3 massless neutrinos, 
and 3 forces, and Higgs boson. 

nµ
µ
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Charged Current 
(CC) interaction

“W-boson exchange”

Neutral Current 
(NC) interaction

“Z-boson exchange”

Neutrinos are special because, 

1. they only interact with weak nuclear force. 

2. Weak interaction eigenstate is not Hamiltonian 
eigenstate (propagation eigenstate). Thus 
propagation of neutrinos changes their species, 
called neutrino oscillation.
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1. Neutrino oscillations
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Neutrino oscillation is an interference experiment (cf. double slit experiment) 

For double slit experiment, if path n1 and path n2 have different length, they have 
different phase rotations and it causes interference.

interference pattern
light source

n1

n2

slits screen
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1. Neutrino oscillations
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nµ

nµ

Neutrino oscillation is an interference experiment (cf. double slit experiment) 

If 2 neutrino Hamiltonian eigenstates, n1 and n2, have different phase rotation, 
they cause quantum interference. 
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1. Neutrino oscillations
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nµ n1

n2

Uµ1 Ue1
*

n1n2nµ

Neutrino oscillation is an interference experiment (cf. double slit experiment) 

If 2 neutrino Hamiltonian eigenstates, n1 and n2, have different phase rotation, 
they cause quantum interference.

If n1 and n2, have different mass, they have different velocity, so thus different 
phase rotation.

Uµ2 Ue2
*
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1. Neutrino oscillations
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nµ

ne

ne

ne

n1

n2

Uµ1 Ue1
*

nenµ

Neutrino oscillation is an interference experiment (cf. double slit experiment) 

If 2 neutrino Hamiltonian eigenstates, n1 and n2, have different phase rotation, 
they cause quantum interference. 

If n1 and n2, have different mass, they have different velocity, so thus different 
phase rotation.

The detection may be different flavor (neutrino oscillations).

Uµ2 Ue2
*
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1. Neutrino oscillations
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2 neutrino mixing
The neutrino weak interaction eigenstate (flavor eigenstate) is described by 
neutrino Hamiltonian eigenstates, n1 and n2, and their mixing matrix elements. 

𝜈"# = 𝑈"& 𝜈&⟩ + 𝑈")|𝜈)⟩

The time evolution of flavor eigenstate is written by Hamiltonian mixing matrix 
elements and eigenvalues of n1 and n2 .

𝜈"(𝑡)# = 𝑈"&𝑒/0123 𝜈&⟩ + 𝑈")𝑒/0143|𝜈)⟩

Then the transition probability from weak eigenstate nµ to ne is,

𝑃"→7 𝑡 = 𝜈7 𝜈"(𝑡)
) = −4𝑈7&∗ 𝑈7)∗ 𝑈"&𝑈")𝑠𝑖𝑛)
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1. Neutrino oscillations
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In the vacuum, 2 neutrino effective Hamiltonian has a mass term,
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Therefore, 2 massive neutrino oscillation model is (Dm2=|m12-m22|, t~L)

𝑃"→7 𝐿/𝐸 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛)2𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛)
∆𝑚)𝐿
4𝐸

After adjusting the unit, 2 neutrino oscillation formula

𝑃"→7 𝐿/𝐸 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛)2𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛 1.27∆𝑚)(𝑒𝑉))
𝐿(𝑘𝑚)
𝐸(𝐺𝑒𝑉)

Amplitude = mixing angle
Period = neutrino mass
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2016 Fundamental Physics Breakthrough Prize
- Koichiro Nishikawa (K2K and T2K)
- Atsuto Suzuki (KamLAND)
- Kam-Biu Luk (Daya Bay)
- Yifang Wang (Daya Bay)
- Art McDonald (SNO)
- Yoichiro Suzuki (Super-Kamiokande)
- Takaaki Kajita (Super-Kamiokande) 

2016 Fundamental Physics 
Breakthrough Prize

Discovery of neutrino oscillations 
and neutrino masses
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2016 Fundamental Physics Breakthrough Prize
- Koichiro Nishikawa (K2K and T2K)
- Atsuto Suzuki (KamLAND)
- Kam-Biu Luk (Daya Bay)
- Yifang Wang (Daya Bay)
- Art McDonald (SNO)
- Yoichiro Suzuki (Super-Kamiokande)
- Takaaki Kajita (Super-Kamiokande) 

2016 Fundamental Physics 
Breakthrough Prize

Discovery of 
neutrino

Discovery of 
muon neutrino

Solar neutrino  
problem, supernova 
neutrino detection

Neutrino physics is the 
home of discovery physics!

Discovery of neutrino oscillations 
and neutrino masses

…and all 1440 
collaborators
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1. Neutrino masses
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Neutrino masses are not predicted by the Standard Model

Seasaw mechanism relate extremely small neutrino masses with Grand Unification Theory (GUT)

M(neutrino) ~ (Standard Model)2

(Grand unification)

Standard 
Model 

CERN Large 
Hadron Collider

Fermilab 
Tevatron  Grand Unification

(Supersymmetry)

Theory of Everything 
(quantum gravity)

Standard Model desert

Seasaw mechanism

Gell-Mann,P.Ramond,R.Slansky, “Supergravity”,315 (1979) ISBN044485438X
Yanagida, Prog.Theo.Phys, 64(1980)1103
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1. Neutrino physics, 2019
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Neutrino Standard Model (nSM)
- SM + 3 active massive neutrino is established

Unknown parameters of nSM
- precise value of q23 (q12 and q13 are precisely known)
- order of mass (normal order m1<m2<m3 or inverted order m3<m1<m2) 
- Dirac or Majorana
- Dirac CP phase
- Majorana CP phase
- absolute neutrino mass

Beyond nSM (BSM)
- 4th neutrino search (sterile neutrino search)
- Dark matter search with neutrinos
- Space-time tests with neutrinos
etc

Undetected neutrinos
- Big bang neutrino background
- Diffuse supernova neutrino background 
- Solar CNO cycle neutrinos
- Solar atmospheric neutrinos
- GZK neutrinos
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Neutrino Standard Model (nSM)
- SM + 3 active massive neutrino is established

Unknown parameters of nSM
- precise value of q23 (q12 and q13 are precisely known)
- order of mass (normal order m1<m2<m3 or inverted order m3<m1<m2) 
- Dirac or Majorana
- Dirac CP phase
- Majorana CP phase
- absolute neutrino mass

Beyond nSM (BSM)
- 4th neutrino search (sterile neutrino search)
- Dark matter search with neutrinos
- Space-time tests with neutrinos
etc

Undetected neutrinos
- Big bang neutrino background
- Diffuse supernova neutrino background 
- Solar CNO cycle neutrinos
- Solar atmospheric neutrinos
- GZK neutrinos

This talk is the status of new physics 
search within neutrino physics 
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1. Neutrino oscillations

2. Dirac or Majorana?

3. CP violation with leptons

4. 4th neutrino search (sterile neutrino search)

5. Dark matter search with neutrinos

6. Quantum gravity search neutrinos

7. Conclusion
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2. Neutrinoless double beta decay (0nbb) 
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Majorana particle
- antiparticles = particles
- only neutrinos in SM can be Majorana particles
- so far, neutrinoless double beta decay (0nbb), 2X à 2e + 2X’, is the only plausible test to 

look for Majorana nature of neutrinos
- double beta decay (2nbb) is the second order nuclear process, possible only for few 

elements (82Se, 76Ge, 100Mo, 130Te, 136Xe, etc)
- 0nbb is the lepton number violation process (BSM process)
- Expected half-life, t(0nbb) > 1027 yrs (>>1010 yrs ~ life of universe) 

2nbb 0nbb

n

n

e
p

p
e

�̅�7
�̅�7

W

W

Gratta, Nature538(2016)48

Giuliani, Neutrino 2018
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2. Neutrinoless double beta decay (0nbb) 
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Majorana particle
- 0nbb interpretation depends on neutrino mass ordering 
- no 0nbb doesn’t mean neutrino is Dirac (0nbb observation mean neutrino is Majorana)
- Current experimental limits~ 40 meV, next generation experiments ~ 10 meV

Giuliani, Neutrino 2018

mbb (effective 
Majorana mass) is 
extracted from 
measured half-life t
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2. Neutrinoless double beta decay and nuclear physics
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Giuliani, Neutrino 2018

Nuclear physics gives large systematics to extract mbb from t (half-life)
- Nuclear matric element calculation
- Nuclear quenching of gA

Or maybe no quenching?
Gysbers et al., Nature Phys. 15(2019)428 

Nuclear physics is complicated 
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3. CP violation with leptons
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CP violation (charge-parity symmetry violation)
- Amount of different behavior between particles and antiparticles
- Necessary ingredient to explain matter-antimatter asymmetry of universe 
(1 of “Sakharov’s 3 conditions”) 

CP violation with quarks 
- Jarlskog invariant, Jquark ~10-5 (very small)
- CP violation of lepton, Jlepton ~ 10-2 à Leptonic CP violation may be 
responsible for matter-antimatter asymmetry of universe?

Neutrino oscillations
- Neutrino oscillations depends on CP violation (Dirac CP phase)
- Effect is small, need high statistics
- Need large scale long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments

Parke, ArXiv:1310.5992
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T2K (Tokai to Kamioka) 
experiment

- 50 billion neutrinos from J-PARC pass 
through nearby detector every second
- These neutrinos are observed at Super-
Kamiokande detector, located 295km away

Neutrino beam    

Super-Kamiokande detector   

04/07/2019
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ringto Kamioka 
(295km) beam

dump
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- 40m height, 40m 
wide, 50k ton of pure 
water 
- Roughly 25 million 
neutrino from J-PARC 
pass through every 
second (and you see 
<1 neutrino per day)

40m

Super-Kamiokande detector

04/07/2019
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Super-Kamiokande detector refurbishment 2018

04/07/2019



3. Hyper-Kamiokande and DUNE

Hyper-Kamiokande
• ~2026+ in Japan
• 200 kton water
• Water Cherenkov detector

Next generation long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments
- T2K and NOvA are leading long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments
- As of 2019, both found an indication (2s level signal) of leptonic CP
- Probably we need bigger experiments to find 5s level leptonic CP violation signal 

DUNE
- ~2025+ in USA
- 40 kton liquid argon 
- Liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC)

04/07/2019 33
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3. Neutrino interaction physics and nuclear physics
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MiniBooNE: PRD81(2010)092005
Martini et al,PRC80(2009)065501

Neutrinos are invisible, and neutrino energy is estimated from particles created by 
neutrino interactions. So neutrino-nucleus interactions need to be understood to 
measure neutrino oscillations.

Discovery of nucleon correlation in neutrino scattering
- nuclear physics modify interaction rate and outgoing particle kinematics

- hot topic for current beam-based neutrino experiments

Nuclear physics is complicated 

Nuclear physics 
will have the 
biggest systematic 
error for future 
long-baseline 
neutrino oscillation 
experiments…

Marco Martini
(nuclear theorist)

€ 

W

€ 

p
€ 

µ

€ 

νµ

€ 

n

me
(particle physicist)
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4. Sterile neutrino search 
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MiniBooNE, PRL121(2018)221801

MiniBooNE
- USA based neutrino oscillation experiment 

persistently shows unexplained excess
- This can be interpreted nµ à ne oscillation 

through 4th neutrino (nµ à ns à ne )
- However, number of neutrinos is known to be 3 

from Z-boson decay width measurement, so 4th

neutrino doesn’t interact with weak force 
à sterile neutrino

large neutrino mass
↓

short-baseline neutrino 
oscillation experiment
(most of large mass 
sterile neutrino search 
experiments)
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4. Fermilab short baseline neutrino (SBN) program 

37

MiniBooNE, PRL121(2018)221801
Fermilab SBN program, arXiv:1503.01520

ß neutrino beam
ICARUS
- 600 m
- 476 ton

MicroBooNE
- 470 m
- 85 ton

SBND
- 110 m
- 112 ton

SBND+MicroBooNE+IACRUS
- 3 liquid argon time projection chamber detectors
- 3-D track reconstruction
- high photon background rejection
- MicroBooNE will release the first result in 2019

photon 
background 
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4. Fermilab short baseline neutrino (SBN) program 
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MiniBooNE, PRL121(2018)221801
Fermilab SBN program, arXiv:1503.01520

SBND+MicroBooNE+IACRUS
- 3 liquid argon time projection chamber detectors
- 3-D track reconstruction
- high photon background rejection
- MicroBooNE will release the first result in 2019

photon 
background 
photon 
background 

ß neutrino beam
ICARUS
- 600 m
- 476 ton

MicroBooNE
- 470 m
- 85 ton

SBND
- 110 m
- 112 ton

VENu (Virtual Environment of Neutrinos) 
http://venu.physics.ox.ac.uk/
- MicroBooNE data event display app
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Direct messengers from the furthest celestial objects
- Neutrinos are neutral and only interact with weak force
- order ~100 Mpc propagation with energy up to  ~ PeV 
à unique tool to test BSM physics

IceCube 
detector 

Charged particles
Gamma rays
Neutrinos

distant 
source

5. High-Energy Neutrino Astronomy

04/07/2019 40
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5.	IceCube	detector

Super-Kamiokande	(40m)
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Super-Kamiokande

40m

5.	IceCube	detector

IceCube	Outline

Ski-way

South	Pole	Station

IceCube	Lab
Building
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optical sensor 
deployment

5.	IceCube	detector
digital optical module (DOM)
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Topology
- Track = muon (~nµCC)
- Shower (cascade) = electron, tau, hadrons (~, neCC, ntCC, NC)

Hill,	Neutrino	2014

5. Astrophysical High-Energy Neutrinos



5. Dark matter search with astrophysical neutrinos 
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Neutrinos from Earth, Sun, Milky Way center
- Signal of dark matter annihilation to neutrino pair emission
à no excess in Earth, Sun, Milky Way center

Astrophysical neutrino spectrum distortion, flavor anomaly
- Signal of neutrino-dark matter interaction
à no modification of spectrum, flavors

These approaches can investigate dark matter from dark 
matter particle mass ~10-22 eV to ~1013 eV (order 35!)

IceCube, EPJC76(2016)531, Berlin, PRL117(2016)231801
Argüelles,Kheirandish,Vincent, PRL119(2017)201801

astrophysical 
neutrino

Modified
neutrino signal

New physics
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6. Quantum gravity

18/05/01
Teppei	Katori,	Queen	Mary	

University	of	London
47

“Theory of Everything” is QFT+GR
- Quantum Field Thoery (QFT) à particle physics, microscopic scale
- General Relativity (GR) à gravity, large scale

A unified theory, “quantum gravity” may show new space-time structure
- ~1019 GeV (Planck energy), the energy of the Big Bang and no machines can replicate
- ~(1019 GeV)-1, expected quantum fluctuation of space-time itself ß our focus

quantum foam
- quantum fluctuation of space time

Lorentz violating field
- new field saturating the universe (aether)



6. Neutrino interferometry with atmospheric neutrinos
Neutrinos are natural interferometer. And the 
biggest interferometer on the Earth is the size of 
Earth diameter.

Using atmospheric neutrinos produced on other 
side of the Earth, we can test violation of Lorentz 
invariance with the highest precision. 

There is no anomalous neutrino oscillation, Lorentz 
invariance is valid with very high-precision

19/07/12Teppei	Katori,	katori@fnal.gov 48

IceCube, Nature Physics 14 (2018) 961
Mewes, Nature 560 (2018) 316
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6. Quantum gravity search with astrophysical neutrinos 
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astrophysical neutrino
- energy
- distance
- timing

Modified
neutrino signal 

New physics

TXS0506+056
- Blazar, a type of active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
- Coincidence signals of neutrinos and photons are detected
- 3rd celestial neutrino source (Sun, supernova 1987A)

Neutrino time of flight
- Fuzzy quantum gravity space-time may slow down neutrinos
- From the distance of TXS0506+056 (1.3 Gpc), energy of astrophysical neutrinos (>200 

TeV), and time delay (~10 days), scale of quantum fluctuation of space-time is limited to < 
10-16 GeV-1

Need more statistics to study the quantum gravity

IceCube, Science361(2018)147, IceCube et al,(2018)eaat1378
Ellis et al., PLB 789 (2019) 352



6. IceCube-Gen2
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IceCube-Gen2, arXiv:1412.5106, JPhysG.44 (2017) 054006
ICRC2017 proceedings, arXiv:1710.01207

Bigger IceCube and denser 
DeepCore can push their 
physics

Gen2
Larger string separations to 
cover larger area

PINGU
Smaller string separation to 
achieve lower energy 
threshold for neutrino mass 
hierarchy measurement

IceCube DeepCoreGen2

PINGU

IceCube-Gen2 collaboration

https://charge.wisc.edu/icecube/wipac_store.aspx

Support	IceCube!
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Conclusions
Current paradigm: Neutrino Standard Model (nSM)
- SM + 3 active massive neutrino is established

Properties of nSM
- small neutrino masses à related to high energy scale physics (GUT)?
- Majorana neutrino à lepton number violation process?
- Dirac CP phase à matter-antimatter asymmetry of universe?

BSM physics with neutrinos
- Neutrino oscillations (interferometer) can be used to look for new physics
- Long propagation & high energy is useful to look for new physics

There are many ongoing experiments and future planned experiments

Thank you for your attention!
04/07/2019
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1. Neutrinos – from meV to EeV

52

Formaggio and Zeller, Rev.Mod.Phys.84(2012)1307 

electron antineutrino - electron elastic scattering cross section 

1pb

100 TeV
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Winter, Neutrino 2014
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5. Neutrino-less Double Beta Decay
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Giuliani, Neutrino 2018
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6. Atmospheric neutrinos
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PINGU and ORCA
- Dense arrays of PMTs in South Pole ice or Medetrrenian sea water (=lower threshold)
- NMO by MSW effect around 4-6 GeV.
- Large nt appearance data (PMNS unitary test)

DeYoung, Neutrino 2018

DeepCore nt appearance result has a 
small tension with SuperK and OPERA
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6. Solar neutrinos
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Solar neutrino open questions
- Detection of hep neutrino à HyperK
- Day-night asymmetry measurement à HyperK
- MSW upturn at 3 MeV à Jinping
- Precise CNO neutrino measurement à Jinping

Chen, Neutrino 2018

Jinping neutrino detector
- China Jinping underground Laboratory (CJPL)
- 2kton slow Liquid scintillator (directional) 
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6. Supernova neutrinos

57

Galactic supernova (~3 per century)
- Good luck for HyperK, DUNE, IceCube, etc

Diffused supernova background (DSNB)
- Guaranteed signal, ~few events/yr by SuperK-Gd
- lower ebergy than galactic SN (<20 MeV)

SuperK-Gd
- Gd-loaded (neutron capture)
- Massive refurbishment work during summer 2018

Simpson, Sussex Supernova Nu workshop 2018

Riding the SuperK boat!
Dream of all neutrino physicists!
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First	observation	(2013)	
- 30-2000	TeV	neutrinos

6.	Astrophysical	Very-High-Energy	Neutrinos

IceCube,Science.342(2013)1242856,PRL113(2014)101101:115(2015)081102

“Bert”
1.1	PeV	

“Ernie”
1.0	PeV

“Big	Bird”
2.0	PeV

New	event	
(2018)

Taboada,	Neutrino	2018



6.	Cosmic	Neutrino	Background	(CnB)
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PTOLEMY, arXiv:1808.01892
Project	8,	PRD80(2009)051301

PTOLEMY	and	Project	8
- Motivated	by	KATRIN
- Tritium	ne capture	(no	threshold)
- Measure	end	point	of	tritium	(18	keV)	from	
cyclotron	radiation	of	single	electron	RF	
- Target:	~meV	shift	of	end	point	due	to	neutrino	
mass.
Q-mnà neutrino	mass	effect	on	b-decay
Q+mnà CnB	capture

Project	8	concept
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4. Neutrino physics for Peace
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Neutrino nuclear reactor 
monitoring

Neutrino beam to destroy 
nuclear weapon
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4. Neutrino physics to become Rich

61

Neutrino nuclear reactor 
monitoring

Neutrino beam to destroy 
nuclear weapon

Neutrino earth tomography to find 
oil reservoir
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4. Neutrino Communications
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4. Neutrino Communications
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Finally, MINERvA experiment sent Morse 
code signal through neutrino beam
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4. Neutrino Communications
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